
MOVES INDEX
Acquisitive eye [hoarder], weird.

A devil with a blade [maestro d'], hot for hard.

A no shit driver [driver] 46, 223, vehicle.

An arresting skinner [skinner] 82, 233, effect.

Appraising eye [hoarder], sharp.

Artful & gracious [skinner] 82, 233, hot.

As one [faceless].

Augury [peripheral, workspace, followers] 90, 211, weird.

Battle-hardened [gunlugger] 52, 224, hard for cool.

Battlefield grace [angel] 22, 217, armor.

Battlefield instincts [gunlugger] 52, 225, hard for weird.

Beastly [faceless], hard.

Bloodcrazed [gunlugger] 52, 225, harm.

Bonefeel [savvyhead] 76, 231, weird.

Breathtaking [skinner] 82, 233, hot.

Casual brain receptivity [brainer] 34, 219, weird for sharp.

Charismatic [hocus] 64, 228, weird for hot.

Clear-eyed [touchstone], hard for sharp.

Collector [driver] 46, 224, vehicle.

Combat veteran [quarantine], cool.

Dangerous & sexy [battlebabe] 28, 218, hot.

Daredevil [driver] 46, 223, armor.

Dashiell Hammet got nothing [marmot], harm.

Deep brain scan [brainer] 34, 220, weird.

Deep insights [savvyhead] 76, 232, weird.

Direct brain-whisper projection [brainer] 34, 220, weird.

Disciplined engagement [quarantine], harm.

Divine protection [hocus] 64, 229, armor.

Do something under fire [basic] 86, 190, hot.
Advanced, 185.

Eager to know [quarantine], advice.

Easy to trust [operator] 70, 230, cool for hot, Hx for hot.

Everybody eats, even that guy [maestro d'], hot.

Eye on the door [operator] 70, 230, cool.

Fat reserves [marmot].

Fingers in every pie [maestro d'], hot.

Follow through on someone else’s move [peripheral, optional battle] 92, 214, 
Hx.

Fortunes [hocus] 64, 227, followers.

Fuck this shit [gunlugger] 52, 224, hard.

Fucking thieves [chopper] 40, 222, hard, gang.

Fucking wacknut [hocus] 64, 228, weird.

Frenzy [hocus] 64, 228, weird.

Give 1-barter to someone [peripheral, barter] 89, 210, barter for hot.



Greed [hoarder], battle, armor.

Go aggro on someone [basic] 86, 193, hard.
Advanced, 186.

Go into a holding’s market [peripheral, barter] 90, 210, sharp.

Good in the clinch [driver] 46, 223, sharp for cool.

Heal another character’s harm [peripheral, harm & healing] 89, 210, Hx.

Healing touch [angel] 22, 217, weird.

Help or interfere [basic] 88, 205, Hx.

Hibernation [marmot].

Hypnotic [skinner] 83, 234, hot.

Ice cold [battlebabe] 28, 218, cool for hard, Hx for hard.

Impossible reflexes [battlebabe] 28, 219, armor.

In-brain puppet strings [brainer] 35, 220, weird.

Indomitable [touchstone], hard, battle.

Infirmary [angel] 22, 216, workspace.

Inflict harm on another character [peripheral, harm & healing] 89, 209, Hx.

Insano like Drano [gunlugger] 52, 225, hard.

Insight [peripheral, followers] 91, 212, bonus.

Inspiring [quarantine], help.

Juggernaut [faceless], harm.

Just give me a motive [maestro d'], hot, Hx.

Know your enemy [touchstone], hard for weird.

Leadership [hardholder] 58, 226, hard, gang.

Leave no-one behind [quarantine], Hx, battle.

Long history [touchstone], move from another playbook.

Lost [skinner] 82, 233, weird.

Maintain an untenable position or course [peripheral, optional battle] 91, 
213, hard.

Make known you want a thing [peripheral, barter] 90, 211, barter.

Merciless [battlebabe] 28, 218, harm.

Money is power [hoarder], help or interfere.

Moonlighting [operator] 70, 229, cool, gigs.

My other car is a tank [driver] 46, 224, vehicle.

Norman [faceless], weird, advice.

Nose for murder [marmot], sharp.

NOT TO BE FUCKED WITH [gunlugger] 52, 225, harm.

Oftener right [savvyhead] 76, 232, bonus.

Oh yeah! [faceless], hard.

On it [marmot], gigs.

Open your brain to the world’s psychic maelstrom [basic] 88, 204, weird.
Advanced, 188.

Opportunistic [operator] 70, 230, cool for Hx.

Pack alpha [chopper] 40, 221, hard, gang.

Perfect instincts [battlebabe] 28, 219, sharp.

Pit bull [faceless], harm.

Prepared for the inevitable [gunlugger] 52, 225, angel kit.

Preternatural at-will brain attunement [brainer] 34, 220, weird.

Professional compassion [angel] 22, 216, sharp for Hx.

Provide covering fire [peripheral, optional battle] 91, 213, cool.

Rasputin [faceless], armor.

Read a charged situation [basic] 87, 199 sharp.
Advanced, 187.

Read a person [basic] 87, 201, sharp.
Advanced, 187.

Reality’s fraying edge [savvyhead] 76, 232, workspace.

Reputation [operator] 70, 230, cool.

Rock bottom [marmot], cool.

Scent of blood [faceless], weird, battle.

Seeing souls [hocus] 64, 228, weird for Hx.

Seduce or manipulate someone [basic] 87, 197, hot.
Advanced, 186.

Seize something by force [basic] 86, 195, hard.
Advanced, 185.

Session end [basic] 88, 207, Hx.

Sixth sense [angel] 22, 216, sharp for weird.

Spooky intense [savvyhead] 76, 232, weird for cool.

Stay the fuck down [peripheral, optional battle] 91, 213, sharp.

Sticky fingers [hoarder], weird.



Suffer harm [peripheral, harm & healing] 89, 209, harm.

Things speak [savvyhead] 76, 231, weird.

Touched by death [angel] 22, 217, weird.

Towering presence [touchstone], hard.

Unnatural lust transfixion [brainer] 34, 219, weird for hot.

Visionary [touchstone], hard.

Visions of death [battlebabe] 28, 218, weird.

Wealth [hardholder] 58, 226, hard, holding.

Weather eye [driver] 46, 223, sharp for weird.

You call this hot? [maestro d'], hot for cool.

CHARACTER MOVES BY STAT

COOL

Battle-hardened [gunlugger] 52, 224, hard for cool.

Combat veteran [quarantine], cool.

Easy to trust [operator] 70, 230, cool for hot, Hx for hot.

Eye on the door [operator] 70, 230, cool.

Good in the clinch [driver] 46, 223, sharp for cool.

Moonlighting [operator] 70, 229, cool, gigs.

Opportunistic [operator] 70, 230, cool for Hx.

Reputation [operator] 70, 230, cool.

Rock bottom [marmot], cool.

Spooky intense [savvyhead] 76, 232, weird for cool.

You call this hot? [maestro d'], hot for cool.

HARD

A devil with a blade [maestro d'], hot for hard.

Battle-hardened [gunlugger] 52, 224, hard for cool.

Battlefield instincts [gunlugger] 52, 225, hard for weird.

Beastly [faceless], hard.

Clear-eyed [touchstone], hard for sharp.

Fuck this shit [gunlugger] 52, 224, hard.

Fucking thieves [chopper] 40, 222, hard, gang.

Ice cold [battlebabe] 28, 218, cool for hard, Hx for hard.

Indomitable [touchstone], hard, battle.

Insano like Drano [gunlugger] 52, 225, hard.

Know your enemy [touchstone], hard for weird.

Leadership [hardholder] 58, 226, hard, gang.

Oh yeah! [faceless], hard.

Pack alpha [chopper] 40, 221, hard, gang.

Towering presence [touchstone], hard.

Visionary [touchstone], hard.

Wealth [hardholder] 58, 226, hard, holding.

HOT

A devil with a blade [maestro d'], hot for hard.

Artful & gracious [skinner] 82, 233, hot.

Breathtaking [skinner] 82, 233, hot.

Charismatic [hocus] 64, 228, weird for hot.

Dangerous & sexy [battlebabe] 28, 218, hot.

Easy to trust [operator] 70, 230, cool for hot, Hx for hot.

Everybody eats, even that guy [maestro d'], hot.

Fingers in every pie [maestro d'], hot.

Hypnotic [skinner] 83, 234, hot.

Just give me a motive [maestro d'], hot, Hx.

Unnatural lust transfixion [brainer] 34, 219, weird for hot.

You call this hot? [maestro d'], hot for cool.

SHARP

Appraising eye [hoarder], sharp.

Casual brain receptivity [brainer] 34, 219, weird for sharp.

Clear-eyed [touchstone], hard for sharp.



Good in the clinch [driver] 46, 223, sharp for cool.

Nose for murder [marmot], sharp.

Perfect instincts [battlebabe] 28, 219, sharp.

Professional compassion [angel] 22, 216, sharp for Hx.

Sixth sense [angel] 22, 216, sharp for weird.

Weather eye [driver] 46, 223, sharp for weird.

WEIRD

Battlefield instincts [gunlugger] 52, 225, hard for weird.

Bonefeel [savvyhead] 76, 231, weird.

Casual brain receptivity [brainer] 34, 219, weird for sharp.

Charismatic [hocus] 64, 228, weird for hot.

Deep brain scan [brainer] 34, 220, weird.

Deep insights [savvyhead] 76, 232, weird.

Direct brain-whisper projection [brainer] 34, 220, weird.

Fucking wacknut [hocus] 64, 228, weird.

Frenzy [hocus] 64, 228, weird.

Healing touch [angel] 22, 217, weird.

In-brain puppet strings [brainer] 35, 220, weird.

Know your enemy [touchstone], hard for weird.

Lost [skinner] 82, 233, weird.

Norman [faceless], weird, advice.

Preternatural at-will brain attunement [brainer] 34, 220, weird.

Scent of blood [faceless], weird, battle.

Seeing souls [hocus] 64, 228, weird for Hx.

Sixth sense [angel] 22, 216, sharp for weird.

Spooky intense [savvyhead] 76, 232, weird for cool.

Sticky fingers [hoarder], weird.

Things speak [savvyhead] 76, 231, weird.

Touched by death [angel] 22, 217, weird.

Unnatural lust transfixion [brainer] 34, 219, weird for hot.

Visions of death [battlebabe] 28, 218, weird.

Weather eye [driver] 46, 223, sharp for weird.

NO STAT CHARACTER MOVES-
A no shit driver [driver] 46, 223, vehicle.

An arresting skinner [skinner] 82, 233, effect.

As one [faceless].

Battlefield grace [angel] 22, 217, armor.

Bloodcrazed [gunlugger] 52, 225, harm.

Collector [driver] 46, 224, vehicle.

Daredevil [driver] 46, 223, armor.

Dashiell Hammet got nothing [marmot], harm.

Disciplined engagement [quarantine], harm.

Divine protection [hocus] 64, 229, armor.

Eager to know [quarantine], advice.

Fat reserves [marmot].

Fortunes [hocus] 64, 227, followers.

Greed [hoarder], battle, armor.

Hibernation [marmot].

Impossible reflexes [battlebabe] 28, 219, armor.

Infirmary [angel] 22, 216, workspace.

Inspiring [quarantine], help.

Juggernaut [faceless], harm.

Leave no-one behind [quarantine], Hx, battle.

Long history [touchstone], move from another playbook.

Merciless [battlebabe] 28, 218, harm.

Money is power [hoarder], help or interfere.

My other car is a tank [driver] 46, 224, vehicle.

NOT TO BE FUCKED WITH [gunlugger] 52, 225, harm.

Oftener right [savvyhead] 76, 232, bonus.

On it [marmot], gigs.

Pit bull [faceless], harm.

Prepared for the inevitable [gunlugger] 52, 225, angel kit.

Rasputin [faceless], armor.

Reality’s fraying edge [savvyhead] 76, 232, workspace.
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